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Written for junior and senior undergraduates, this
remarkably clear and accessible treatment covers set
theory, the real number system, metric spaces,
continuous functions, Riemann integration, multiple
integrals, and more. 1968 edition.
This self-contained beginning graduate text covers linear
and integer programming, polytopes, matroids and
matroid optimization, shortest paths, and network flows.
In rural and sparsely populated countries, telemedicine
can be a vital and life-saving link to health care, and in
those regions where demands on hospitals are ever
increasing, it can provide a safe and comfortable
alternative to hospital-based therapy. The second edition
of this introductory guide to telemedicine and telecare
services is invaluable to new practitioners in this growing
field of medicine. The book describes the benefits of
telemedicine and highlights the potential problems. The
authors provide numerous examples of how telemedicine
is used in the United States, Australia, and Scandinavia.
Contains research and current trends used in digital
simulations of teaching, surveying the uses of games
and simulations in teacher education.
This essential, character-themed bulletin board set is
great for role-playing, character education, and
promoting a positive classroom environment and
includes: -- *10 die-cut posters (approximately 11.25” x
16.25” each) *A resource guide
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Primary connections: Natural and Processed Materials
Stage 3 Package it better.
Composition Notebook: Thank You for being a part of
our beautiful Team This is a lined notebook (lined front
and back). Simple and elegant. 120 pages, high quality.
The industry-standard guide to networked audiovisual
systems Published with InfoComm International,
Networked AV Systems discusses the essential
information AV and IT professionals need to know when
working with network-driven equipment and processes.
Each chapter features diagrams, photos, notes, chapter
reviews, and end-of-chapter questions with in-depth
explanations. In accordance with InfoComm's
performance standards for the AV industry as they relate
to networking, this book serves as both an on-the-job
reference and a study tool for the Certified Technology
Specialist (CTS) exams. Networked AV Systems covers:
Network classifications, topologies, architectures, and
standards Layers of a network Bandwidth, encoding, and
transport Network building blocks Designing a network
for AV systems Ethernet and AVB Network addressing
Subnetting: networking AV devices together Protocols,
ports, and documenting AV devices Audio and video
streaming Digital signage Conferencing Secure remote
management and monitoring Service level agreements
Network security Troubleshooting networked systems
This monograph develops an algorithmic theory of
nonlinear discrete optimization. It introduces a simple
and useful setup which enables the polynomial time
solution of broad fundamental classes of nonlinear
combinatorial optimization and integer programming
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problems in variable dimension. An important part of this
theory is enhanced by recent developments in the
algebra of Graver bases. The power of the theory is
demonstrated by deriving the first polynomial time
algorithms in a variety of application areas within
operations research and statistics, including vector
partitioning, matroid optimization, experimental design,
multicommodity flows, multi-index transportation and
privacy in statistical databases.
Health care is primarily about people-to-people
interactions. It is about understanding, diagnosis,
physical contact, communication, and, ultimately,
providing care. By bringing people together,
telecommunication technologies have the potential to
improve both the quality of and access to health care in
the remotest areas of the developing world.
Telemedicine offers solutions for emergency medical
assistance, long-distance consultation, administration
and logistics, supervision and quality assurance, and
education and training for healthcare professionals and
providers. This book aims to redress the relative lack of
published information on successful telehealth solutions
in the developing world. It presents real-life stories from
Asia, Africa, and Latin America. It is rich in practical
experience and will be of interest to health professionals,
development workers, and e-health and telehealth
proponents interested in learning about, or contributing
to the implementation of, appropriate solutions for 80%
of the world's population.
A QuickBooks Guide for Vacation Rental Managers
holds the secret for the easiest method of bookkeeping
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in the industry. The manual is a specialized book for
short term vacation rentals. Whether you are a property
manager, CPA, accountant, QuickBooks consultant, or
bookkeeper, this is the book for you. You will learn how
to pay less per unit as your business grows by applying
our method of property management and bookkeeping.
A QuickBooks Guide for Vacation Rental Managers is
ideal for the business manager who: Wants to automate
all financial reporting Wants their business to be IRS
audit proof Wants to save hundreds or even thousands
in training fees Is tired of the frustration and stress of
always being behind Needs to identify money received
from and paid to each property owner Needs to track
maintenance request Needs to track guest deposits and
rental amounts Needs to collect guest deposits, send
agreements, and track balances Wants flexibility in
managing guests, owners, documents, and accounting
Recently released book from Advanced QuickBooks
Certified ProAdvisor, Gita Faust of Tri State Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania, A QuickBooks Guide for Vacation Rental
Managers is available in printed format. This is the only
book in the world that teaches an easier accrual and
cash basis accounting system for short term rental
property management businesses using QuickBooks.
During tax time and year round, real estate professionals
everywhere have been dreaming about an easier, faster
method of doing their company bookkeeping and now,
with A QuickBooks Guide for Vacation Rental Managers,
they have it. The new vacation property management
manual, just like all the other books before it, will teach
property managers how to get their books up-to-date and
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ready for tax preparation in the least amount of time
imaginable. They will easily stay current applying the
system to their day-to-day operations. Send an email to
the author with proof of purchase to access to tutorial
videos and receive a QuickBooks file customized with
both Chart of Accounts and over 150 reports for vacation
rental managers. The QuickBooks files are available for
Australian, Canadian, US, or UK versions of
QuickBooks. As a QuickBooks property management
advisor, author, Gita Faust, takes the guesswork out of
entering and maintaining your financials by providing
concise, easy-to-follow guidelines. You will achieve the
results you want with minimal time and effort-and much
less stress By following the step-by-step instructions
provided in A QuickBooks Guide for Vacation Rental
Managers, you will be able to quickly run reports
showing how much guests owe you and how much you
owe owners. Why pay hundreds or thousands of dollars
for this when you can now learn it and do-it-yourself?
The illustrated, step-by-step, hands-on manual reveals
the secrets of how accountants organize and record
transactions that are months or even years behind. A
QuickBooks Guide for Vacation Rental Managers is
designed to save you time and money and keep your
business books up-to-date. The cash basis method of
filing tax returns is the most widely used method in our
country and the lessons learned will ensure that your
business is IRS audit proof. Gita Faust, of
FastTracConsulting.com, has been an Advanced
QuickBooks Certified ProAdvisor since 1999 and is the
only ProAdvisor to write a series of books about
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QuickBooks property and real estate management. Her
firm is an Intuit Premier Reseller of QuickBooks products
and services. Gita has used the very methods described
in her manual herself for over 30 years. Don't wait Start
getting your business back on track today.
A complete, highly accessible introduction to one of
today's mostexciting areas of applied mathematics One
of the youngest, most vital areas of applied
mathematics,combinatorial optimization integrates
techniques fromcombinatorics, linear programming, and
the theory of algorithms.Because of its success in
solving difficult problems in areas
fromtelecommunications to VLSI, from product
distribution to airlinecrew scheduling, the field has seen a
ground swell of activity overthe past decade.
Combinatorial Optimization is an ideal introduction to
thismathematical discipline for advanced undergraduates
and graduatestudents of discrete mathematics, computer
science, and operationsresearch. Written by a team of
recognized experts, the text offersa thorough, highly
accessible treatment of both classical conceptsand
recent results. The topics include: * Network flow
problems * Optimal matching * Integrality of polyhedra *
Matroids * NP-completeness Featuring logical and
consistent exposition, clear explanations ofbasic and
advanced concepts, many real-world examples, and
helpful,skill-building exercises, Combinatorial
Optimization is certain tobecome the standard text in the
field for many years to come.
An inspirational story of a man who overcame obstacles
and challenges to achieve his dreams. In an accident in
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1980, Limbie, a healthy young man, was reduced to a
quadriplegic. Read through his fears, sorrow, hope and
courage in this heart-open honest book.
WHATS IN IT FOR ME? Information technology lives all
around us-in how we communicate, how we do business,
how we shop, and how we learn. Smart phones, iPods,
PDAs, and wireless devices dominate our lives, and yet
it's all too easy for students to take information
technology for granted. Rainer and Turban's Introduction
to Information Systems, 2nd edition helps make
Information Technology come alive in the classroom.
This text takes students where IT lives-in today's
businesses and in our daily lives while helping students
understand how valuable information technology is to
their future careers. The new edition provides concise
and accessible coverage of core IT topics while
connecting these topics to Accounting, Finance,
Marketing, Management, Human resources, and
Operations, so students can discover how critical IT is to
each functional area and every business. Also available
with this edition is WileyPLUS - a powerful online tool
that provides instructors and students with an integrated
suite of teaching and learning resources in one easy-touse website. The WileyPLUS course for Introduction to
Information Systems, 2nd edition includes animated
tutorials in Microsoft Office 2007, with iPod content and
podcasts of chapter summaries provided by author Kelly
Rainer.
The book is an introductory textbook mainly for students of
computer science and mathematics. Our guiding phrase is
"what every theoretical computer scientist should know about
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linear programming". A major focus is on applications of
linear programming, both in practice and in theory. The book
is concise, but at the same time, the main results are covered
with complete proofs and in sufficient detail, ready for
presentation in class. The book does not require more
prerequisites than basic linear algebra, which is summarized
in an appendix. One of its main goals is to help the reader to
see linear programming "behind the scenes".
OGT Exit Level Reading Workbook prepares students for the
reading portion of the Ohio Graduation Test. Samples from
similar tests provide plenty of practice and students learn to
take multiple choice tests on their comprehension of what
they read. Students learn to evaluate their own short answers
to targeted questions, and learn from other students'
responses to similar questions. This book is suitable for
students in all states who need to take a reading exam for
graduation or course completion.
President of the United States Donald Vanderdamp is having
a hell of a time getting his nominees appointed to the
Supreme Court. After one nominee is rejected for
insufficiently appreciating To Kill A Mockingbird, the president
chooses someone so beloved by voters that the Senate won't
have the guts to reject her -- Judge Pepper Cartwright, the
star of the nation's most popular reality show, Courtroom Six.
Will Pepper, a straight-talking Texan, survive a confirmation
battle in the Senate? Will becoming one of the most powerful
women in the world ruin her love life? And even if she can
make it to the Supreme Court, how will she get along with her
eight highly skeptical colleagues, including a floundering
Chief Justice who, after legalizing gay marriage, learns that
his wife has left him for another woman. Soon, Pepper finds
herself in the middle of a constitutional crisis, a presidential
reelection campaign that the president is determined to lose,
and oral arguments of a romantic nature. Supreme Courtship
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is another classic Christopher Buckley comedy about the
Washington institutions most deserving of ridicule.
CD-ROM contains full text for all the procedures available in
the manual. Files are provided both as fully formatted Word
6.0 (.doc) documents and as text-only documents (.txt).
This series is devoted to the publication of monographs,
lecture resp. seminar notes, and other materials arising from
programs of the OSU Mathemaical Research Institute. This
includes proceedings of conferences or workshops held at
the Institute, and other mathematical writings.
An exploration of drug counterfeiting activities in America
traces a drug theft investigation in Florida with ties to a
national network of drug polluters and the government,
exposing how political interests may be compromising the
integrity of the nation's medical distribution system. Reprint.
30,000 first printing.
This is a self-contained exposition of several core aspects of
the theory of rational polyhedra with a view towards
algorithmic applications to efficient counting of integer points,
a problem arising in many areas of pure and applied
mathematics. The approach is based on the consistent
development and application of the apparatus of generating
functions and the algebra of polyhedra. Topics range from
classical, such as the Euler characteristic, continued
fractions, Ehrhart polynomial, Minkowski Convex Body
Theorem, and the Lenstra-Lenstra-Lovasz lattice reduction
algorithm, to recent advances such as the Berline-Vergne
local formula. The text is intended for graduate students and
researchers. Prerequisites are a modest background in linear
algebra and analysis as well as some general mathematical
maturity. Numerous figures, exercises of varying degree of
difficulty as well as references to the literature and publicly
available software make the text suitable for a graduate
course.
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Deals with contemporary cultural and community topics
with the help of engaging essays Provokes further
thought through questions Includes writing activities
based on the essays to help readers write in Spanish as
they take a stand on an issue Contains a minimum of
two readings in each chapter, each presenting different
aspects of a particular debate on topics
Designed for teaching astrophysics to physics students
at advanced undergraduate or beginning graduate level,
this textbook also provides an overview of astrophysics
for astrophysics graduate students, before they delve
into more specialized volumes. Assuming background
knowledge at the level of a physics major, the textbook
develops astrophysics from the basics without requiring
any previous study in astronomy or astrophysics.
Physical concepts, mathematical derivations and
observational data are combined in a balanced way to
provide a unified treatment. Topics such as general
relativity and plasma physics, which are not usually
covered in physics courses but used extensively in
astrophysics, are developed from first principles. While
the emphasis is on developing the fundamentals
thoroughly, recent important discoveries are highlighted
at every stage.
Ronney is an introverted young woman with a
disgraceful appearance. She lives humbly in one of the
poorest neighborhoods of Sheryl Valley, a town
corrupted by the mafia in Southern California. With no
diploma, she works hard in her parents' restaurant and
provides voice-overs for children's animated movies
during the weekend. In accordance with a long-standing
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family tradition, Ronney's twenty-fifth birthday celebration
comes with a dare from her cousins: she must knock on
the front door of the infamous Khan household. The
Khans' reputation proceeds them, rumored to be in
association with the mafia. But when Ronney knocks on
the door, before she has the chance to run, the Khan
family matriarch, Camilia, takes an interest in Ronney.
Romney's lack of conventional beauty and disinterest in
fashion draws Camilia in, leading her to offer Ronney the
position of personal assistant to her eldest son, Yeraz,
with a substantial salary at stake. It's an offer Ronney
cannot refuse. To keep her job, Ronney's task is simple:
do not fall in love with Yeraz. "Easy," she thinks. But
what if destiny decides otherwise? Ugly Ronneyis a
romance in which the heroes enter the gallery of
legendary lovers.
25 proven patterns for improving data access and
application performance Efficient, high-quality data
access code is crucial to the performance and usability
of virtually any enterprise application--and there's no
better way to improve an existing system than to
optimize its data access code. Regardless of database
engine, platform, language, or application, developers
repeatedly encounter the same relational database
access challenges. In Data Access Patterns, Clifton
Nock identifies 25 proven solutions, presenting each one
in the form of a clear, easy-to-use pattern. These
patterns solve an exceptionally wide range of problems
including creating efficient database-independent
applications, hiding obscure database semantics from
users, speeding database resource initialization,
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simplifying development and maintenance, improving
support for concurrency and transactions, and
eliminating data access bottlenecks. Every pattern is
illustrated with fully commented Java/JDBC code
examples, as well as UML diagrams representing
interfaces, classes, and relationships. The patterns are
organized into five categories: Decoupling Patterns:
Build cleaner, more reliable systems by decoupling data
access code from other application logic Resource
Patterns: Manage relational database resources more
efficiently Input/Output Patterns: Simplify I/O operations
by translating consistently between "physical" relational
data and domain object representations of that data
Cache Patterns: Use caching strategically, to optimize
the tradeoffs between data access optimization and
cache overhead Concurrency Patterns: Implement
concurrency and transactions more effectively and
reliably Data Access Patterns demystifies techniques
that have traditionally been used only in the most robust
data access solutions--making those techniques practical
for every software developer, architect, and designer.
More information to be announced soon on this
forthcoming title from Penguin USA.
Optimization models play an increasingly important role
in financial decisions. This is the first textbook devoted to
explaining how recent advances in optimization models,
methods and software can be applied to solve problems
in computational finance more efficiently and accurately.
Chapters discussing the theory and efficient solution
methods for all major classes of optimization problems
alternate with chapters illustrating their use in modeling
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problems of mathematical finance. The reader is guided
through topics such as volatility estimation, portfolio
optimization problems and constructing an index fund,
using techniques such as nonlinear optimization models,
quadratic programming formulations and integer
programming models respectively. The book is based on
Master's courses in financial engineering and comes with
worked examples, exercises and case studies. It will be
welcomed by applied mathematicians, operational
researchers and others who work in mathematical and
computational finance and who are seeking a text for selflearning or for use with courses.
Authoritative, hands-on guidance for Skype Business
administrators Mastering Skype for Business 2015 gives
administrators the comprehensive coverage they need to
effectively utilize Skype for Business. Fully up to date for
the 2015 release, this guide walks you through industry
best practices for planning, design, configuration,
deployment, and management with clear instruction and
plenty of hands-on exercises. Case studies illustrate the
real-world benefits of Unified Communication, and
provide expert experiences working with Skype for
Business. From server roles, infrastructure, topology,
and security to telephony, cloud deployment, and
troubleshooting, this guide provides the answers you
need and the insight that will make your job easier.
Sample automation scripts help streamline your
workflow, and full, detailed coverage helps you exploit
every capability Skype for Business has to offer. Skype
for Business enables more robust video conferencing,
and integrates with Office, Exchange, and SharePoint for
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better on-premises and cloud operations. Organizations
are turning to Skype for Business as a viable PBX
replacement, and admins need to be up to speed and
ready to go. This book provides the clear, explicit
instructions you need to: Design, configure, and manage
IM, voice mail, PBX, and VoIP Connect to Exchange and
deploy Skype for Business in the cloud Manage UC
clients and devices, remote access, federation, and
public IM Automate management tasks, and implement
cross-team backup-and-restore The 2015 version is the
first Skype to take advantage of the Windows 10 'touch
first' capabilities to provide fast, natural, hands-on control
of communications, and users are eager to run VoIP, HD
video conferencing, collaboration, instant messaging,
and other UC features on their mobile devices. Mastering
Skype for Business 2015 helps you get Skype for
Business up and running quickly, with hands-on
guidance and expert insight.
Special Make-Up Effects concentrates on the genre of horror
characters and other special creations (fantasy, sci-fi, etc),
giving tips about the materials, techniques, and 'tricks of the
trade' necessary to create unique make-up effects. This
focused volume is a scaled-down version of Vincent Kehoe's
encyclopedic reference for professional make-up artists. It
contains new segments and photographs. This book shows
how many of cinema's most famous characters and effects
were developed. It gives students and make-up artists the
techniques they need to perform their own magic.
Practical, concise and complete reference for the basics of
modern antenna design Antennas: from Theory to Practice
discusses the basics of modern antenna design and theory.
Developed specifically for engineers and designers who work
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with radio communications, radar and RF engineering, this
book offers practical and hands-on treatment of antenna
theory and techniques, and provides its readers the skills to
analyse, design and measure various antennas. Key
features: Provides thorough coverage on the basics of
transmission lines, radio waves and propagation, and
antenna analysis and design Discusses industrial standard
design software tools, and antenna measurement equipment,
facilities and techniques Covers electrically small antennas,
mobile antennas, UWB antennas and new materials for
antennas Also discusses reconfigurable antennas, RFID
antennas, Wide-band and multi-band antennas, radar
antennas, and MIMO antennas Design examples of various
antennas are provided Written in a practical and concise
manner by authors who are experts in antenna design, with
experience from both academia and industry This book will be
an invaluable resource for engineers and designers working
in RF engineering, radar and radio communications, seeking
a comprehensive and practical introduction to the basics of
antenna design. The book can also be used as a textbook for
advanced students entering a profession in this field.
Each book offers an introduction to a particular digital SLR
camera, then explores a number of shooting situations,
recommending how to get the best possible shots, in a series
where each entry includes full-color photos and tips and
information not found in the user's manual.
This new revised edition of this popular text provides an
accurate, balanced and readable history of Korea from 1910
to the present day.
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